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[Notes: The Hong Kong Feng Huang Yuan organized a Mayan Prophecy Day cultivation event from
December 17–29, 2012. Many practitioners came to ask Grandmaster Datong, “What will happen on
December 21?” but Grandmaster just smiled without any answer. On December 17, Grandmaster wrote a
prophecy on a scroll concerning the eventuality on December 21. In the presence of nearly 100
practitioners, after the scroll was attested, sealed, and signed, it was hung on the wall in front of the
classroom. On December 29, after the scroll of prophecy was authenticated, it was opened on the spot, and
the four large Chinese characters “风平浪静” (a Chinese idiom which literally means “gentle breeze, calm
sea”) impressively appeared on the scroll. Now the conversation between Grandmaster and the HighDimensional Being regarding the Mayan Prophecy Day is being revealed to the public.]
On November 25, 2012, Grandmaster Datong had a celestial dialogue:
Grandmaster asked: Regarding the Mayan Prophecy for December 21, 2012, there are several different
perspectives in this world: one perspective believes there will be an apocalypse; the other one believes that
the Earth will enter the Photon Belt with three days of total darkness; and the another one believes there
will be a space-time shift accompanied by the ascension of human civilization. May I ask High-Dimensional
Being: Which perspective is accurate?
(Picture): A Mayan High-Dimensional Being appeared.
Mayan High-Dimensional Being replied: “We Mayans have two calendars, one is related to the Sun,
while the other is related to the planet of origin, and it’s called the Cosmic Calendar. This Cosmic Calendar
can only be seen by some particular group of people. If you want to take a look, I can show it to you. The
Solar Calendar is specified for the Earth; and in order to see the next transformation of the Earth in the
Universe, we have to use the Cosmic Calendar…
Starting from December 21, 2012, the Earth will overlap with another space-time Dimension. A golden
tunnel is about to open up…”
On December 10, 2012, Grandmaster Datong had a celestial dialogue:
Grandmaster asked: May I ask High-Dimensional Being, on the day of December 21, 2012, will there be
any disaster in the world?
(Picture): A small and flat-bottomed boat appeared on calm mirror-like ocean. Taishang Laojun (also known
as the “Grand Supreme Elderly Lord”) with white beard and eyebrows was sitting on the boat.
Thereafter, four Chinese characters appeared in the sky: 风平浪静. The voice of Taishang Laojun: This is
the answer you want.

